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Order of Proceedings 
A video presentation will be played prior 
to the commencement of the ceremony.

The audience will be asked to stand as 
the student and academic procession 
enters the venue.

Awards will be presented.

The graduate address will be delivered.

The audience will be asked to stand as 
the academic procession leaves the 
venue.

Refreshments will be served after the 
ceremony.

Albury-Wodonga Campus 
Tuesday 3 May 2022, 2pm 
Deb Radford, Deputy Chancellor, will 
open proceedings.

The graduates will be presented by 
Professor Rob Pike, Provost.

The graduate address will be delivered 
by Srishti Chatterji.

Professor Susan Dodds, Acting Vice-
Chancellor, will close the ceremony.
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For more than 50 years, La Trobe University has 
prepared students like you for thriving careers.

From our industry partnerships to our esteemed 
academics and world-class researchers, we’ve built 
an international reputation for quality education.

We’re proud that our graduates are prepared to 
step into an evolving workforce. As of today, that 
includes you. 

While you’ve studied with us, you’ve developed the 
knowledge to pursue your dream job and gained 
the skills to forge a rewarding career. 

You’ve learned from experts. 
Now become one.

Time
next step

for the



I am delighted to congratulate all those receiving 
degrees.

You, our graduates of 2022, had a unique experience 
during the final two years of your study. Given the 
challenges we have all faced during the pandemic, your 
achievements are especially impressive. We are very 
proud of your accomplishments.

Graduations are an important occasion for the 
University, providing us with an opportunity to recognise 
your success, and to celebrate your attainment of 
knowledge – your most important possession, and the 
essential foundation for your next stage of life.

Every university has a distinctive character and tradition, 
and one of La Trobe’s defining traditions is the way that 
our graduates show a strong engagement with the 
world. This has been the case for 55 years and remains 
so today. While you have had a unique experience 
completing your studies during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
you are joining a community of more than 228,000 
alumni in more than 130 countries, working in their 
chosen fields to make the world a better place. 

You are now lifelong members of La Trobe University. As 
alumni, I encourage you to connect with other graduates 
around the world and stay involved with La Trobe.

Do not see this celebration as the endpoint of your 
education, for learning is a lifelong process. Your skills 
and knowledge must be regularly updated, and new 
technologies mastered. Should you need to extend or 
upgrade your knowledge and skills, La Trobe University 
will always welcome you back.

Thank you for being part of the La Trobe community, 
and for the contribution you have made to the University 
through your study, your research, and your participation 
in campus life and our online communities in recent 
years.

As you pass La Trobe campuses in the coming years 
and hear of La Trobe’s successes and our continued 
contribution to the world, I hope you will sometimes 
pause and think with pride – ‘that’s my university’.

It is with much pleasure that I congratulate you on your 
success in finishing your degrees and wish you all the 
very best in your future careers.

Professor John Dewar AO

Vice-Chancellor and President
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A message 
from the 
Vice-Chancellor



A REPUTATION OF EXCELLENCE 
WITH 23 FIELDS OF RESEARCH

RATED WELL ABOVE
WORLD STANDARD. 2

LA TROBE IS RANKED 
AS ONE OF THE

BEST 50 UNIVERSITIES
ACROSS EAST ASIA, 

SOUTH-EAST ASIA AND OCEANIA. 3

LA TROBE IS IN THE

TOP 1% 
OF UNIVERSITIES 

WORLDWIDE.1

1. Times Higher Education (THE), 2021, 
World University Rankings 2022; Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas 
(CSIC), 2021, Ranking Web of Universities.

2. Australian Research Council, 2019, 
Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) 
Outcomes 2018.

3. Times Higher Education (THE), 2019, Best 
universities in the Asia-Pacific Region 2019.
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A message 
from the  
Head of Campus
Congratulations to all graduates. Today, members of the University 
and your family, friends and the community come together to 
celebrate your success. Earning a degree is a very significant 
achievement, that reflects long hours of hard work, tenacity and 
academic capacity. To those of you who stayed the course through all 
the challenges of a global pandemic, this is an especially impressive 
achievement, under circumstances unimaginable when you started 
your studies.

This year’s graduates join the thousands who have completed higher 
education awards at the Albury-Wodonga campus since its formation 
in 1990. Our graduates work in social work, nursing, research, 
business, teaching, psychology, and science, locally, nationally and 
internationally. Our researchers target local and regional problems 
whilst improving the global understanding of significant issues. The 
Albury-Wodonga Campus also provides significant local economic 
benefit, contributing $248 per Wodonga resident per annum to the 
Wodonga local government area. 

This is also an opportunity for us to acknowledge the wonderful 
support La Trobe enjoys from the Albury-Wodonga community, 
industry and government—whose leaders join staff at the Albury-
Wodonga Campus and across the University—in a commitment to  
the importance of regional education and ensuring opportunity for 
all who wish to engage in it.

Together with my colleagues, I look forward to watching the progress 
of all today’s graduates as you enrich our communities and add to  
our collective capacity to address the challenges of this rapidly 
changing world.

Dr Guinever Threlkeld

Head of Campus,  
Albury-Wodonga
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A message 
from the 
Chancellor
Congratulations on completing your studies, and 
welcome to our diverse, dynamic and innovative alumni 
community. As a graduate of La Trobe, you now have 
access to a range of exclusive alumni benefits to assist 
you in preparation for your chosen career – including 
events, news and continued professional development 
opportunities. Wherever life leads you, I encourage 
you to stay connected to La Trobe, and I wish you a 
rewarding and successful personal and professional life.

The Honourable John Brumby AO

Chancellor
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La Trobe University 
Alumni

As a graduate of La Trobe University, you become 
a lifelong member of our alumni community. 
Membership is automatic and free.

Your alumni community offers learning, 
development and the chance to connect with other 
graduates and mentors. 

Enjoy the benefits
 y Members have special access to a wide range of benefits to help you 
thrive in your career and continue your passion for learning

 y Take advantage of mentoring opportunities, library membership, free 
LinkedIn Learning access and more!

 y As a graduate of La Trobe, you are eligible for a 10% discount on full-fee 
postgraduate courses

Connect with your La Trobe community
 y Each month you’ll receive our e-newsletter highlighting the 
achievements of our alumni and news from La Trobe
 y We offer opportunities to attend virtual and face-to-face events with 
inspirational speakers and industry leaders, ranging from networking 
events to professional development workshops 
 y Make sure your contact details are up-to-date so you can receive our 
newsletter and event invitations by visiting latrobe.edu.au/alumni

Engage on social media
 y Connect with alumni around the world by following the La Trobe Alumni 
Team account

 y Add La Trobe University to your LinkedIn profile

Congratulations and best wishes for the future. 
We look forward to keeping in touch.

T  +61 3 9479 2011
E  alumni@latrobe.edu.au

latrobe.edu.au/alumni
linkedin.com/in/latrobealumniteam
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      La Trobe’s discipline colours

AGRICULTURE BUSINESS,  
ECONOMICS

EDUCATION ENGINEERING SOCIAL WORK

HEALTH  
SCIENCES

HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES

LAW PSYCHOLOGY SCIENCE

Indigenous graduands
Graduands of Indigenous 
descent may choose to wear 
a stole in addition to their 
academic regalia.

ABORIGINAL TORRES STRAIT 
ISLANDER

Ceremonial tradition 

 GRADUATE CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA PROFESSIONAL DOCTORATE

 DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

 DIPLOMA

 BACHELOR DEGREE  MASTER DEGREE 

Academic regalia
Universities are heirs to traditions going back eight centuries. The colourful robes worn by today’s 
graduands originate from the everyday dress of scholars and teachers in the Middle Ages. The traditions 
and colours can vary between institutions, which is why you may notice some differences in style among 
the academic procession.

For universities in the English-speaking world, there are normally three separate garments – the gown, 
the hood, and the cap. Bachelor’s and Master’s wear the hard cap known as the trencher, or mortarboard. 
Doctors wear a soft velvet cap with a tassel of the colour appropriate to their discipline.
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Armorial bearings and motto 

La Trobe University’s armorial 
bearings include national and 
state emblems, images of 
scholarship and references to the 
La Trobe family, after whom the 
university is named.

Australia is signified by the 
wedge-tailed eagle, one of the 
world’s largest eagles. Victoria 
is represented by the sprigs of 
heath, the state’s floral emblem. 
The open book references 
the University’s commitment 
to learning. 

The scallop shells, adopted from 
the original La Trobe family crest, 
symbolise pilgrimages. Our motto, 
‘Qui cherche trouve’, is a modern 
French version of the original 
La Trobe family motto meaning 
‘Whoever seeks shall find’.

La Trobe University is named after 
Charles Joseph La Trobe, first 
Superintendent of the Port Phillip 
District from 1839-1850, and first 
Lieutenant-Governor of the new 
colony of Victoria from 1851-1854.

The mace
The mace was originally a 
symbol of protection – a 
metal club used to protect the 
Chancellor. It is now symbolic 
of the Chancellor’s authority. 
La Trobe University’s mace 
was designed and created 
in London, by Australian 
silversmith Stuart Devlin, 
who also designed Australia’s 
decimal currency. The mace 
was gifted to La Trobe in 
1969, just prior to the first 
graduation ceremony.

Student Excellence Academy
The La Trobe Student Excellence 
Academy celebrates the diversity 
of student excellence across areas 
such as academia, sport, leadership 
and entrepreneurship. As a unique 
program in the Australian tertiary 
landscape, the Excellence Academy 
offers its students a range of key 
benefits, including tailored leadership 
development programs, targeted 
careers support, priority access to 
industry mentoring and connection 
to a network of outstanding students 
across all of La Trobe’s campuses.
*denotes Student Excellence  
Academy graduate.
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David M. Myers  
University Medal
The David Myers Medal, left, 
is awarded annually to the 
two outstanding honours 
graduates from each College.

Appointed as La Trobe’s first 
Vice-Chancellor in 1965, 
Dr Myers was awarded an 
honorary doctorate in 1976 for 
his services to the University.

Cast in bronze from a design 
by Andor Meszaros, the 
medallion’s theme is the 
origin of communication, 
and depicts a primaeval 
hero clubbing a lion. 
The hieroglyphics in the 
background suggest the 
beginning of writing.

Nancy Millis  
Medal
The Nancy Millis Medal is 
awarded to PhD graduates 
who have authored doctoral 
theses judged to be in the  
top five per cent.

This award is named after 
Professor Nancy Millis AC,  
who served as Chancellor  
of La Trobe University from 
1992 - 2006. A legend in the 
world of science, Professor 
Millis was honoured with a 
string of scientific and civic 
accolades, including her 
election to the Australian 
Academy of Science, and 
being made a Companion  
of the Order of Australia.

University medals
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Awards conferred //
2022 Graduates

Stephanie Helen Alice Ackland Bachelor of Nursing   

Imogen Ailish Albon Bachelor of Biomedical Science   

Haylee Claire Allwood* Bachelor of Biomedical Science   

Yolanda Maria Ammeraal Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Haruna Ashby Master of Teaching (Secondary)  

Georgie Attree Bachelor of Biomedical Science   

Benjamin Jay Austin* Bachelor of Business   

Renee Banch Bachelor of Nursing   

Angela Joy Bertalli Bachelor of Nursing   

Devi Maya Bhattarai Bachelor of Nursing   

Alisa Maree Blackshaw Bachelor of Business   

Ashlee Jane Blake Bachelor of Nursing   

Edward Boal Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)  

Janelle Kathleen Bollingmoore Bachelor of Arts   

Sally Janine Botter Bachelor of Nursing   

Grace Burton Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Jack David Carter Bachelor of Community Services   

Abby Charleston Bachelor of Nursing   

Srishti Chatterji* Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Medical)   

Dhruv Chowdhry* Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Medical)   

Stephanie Margaret Clancy Master of Teaching (Secondary)  

Leah-Nicole Coles Master of Teaching (Primary)  

Belinda Joy Collins Bachelor of Nursing   

Ellen Cooper* Bachelor of Nursing   

Alana Louise Cormican Bachelor of Science (Wildlife and Conservation Biology) with Honours 

Riley Grace Cowling Bachelor of Nursing   

Samantha Desailly Bachelor of Nursing   

Lucky Angel Deza* Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Emma Nicole Dunlop Bachelor of Nursing   

Emily Jane Edwards Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Amelia Cate Estelle Eefting Bachelor of Nursing   

Niloofar Fahandejsaadi Bachelor of Nursing   

Katrina Louise Ferraro* Bachelor of Nursing   

Benjamin Joel Gardiner* Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)  

Tea Louise Glass Bachelor of Nursing   

Georgia Leigh Glass Bachelor of Nursing   
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// Awards conferred

Hayley Rose Goslett* Bachelor of Nursing   

Mikayla Grace Bachelor of Nursing   

Breanna Jane Green Bachelor of Nursing   

Morgan Harding Master of Social Work   

Melissa Margaret Harris Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Shaun Patrick Hession Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Charlotte Rose Hewitt* Bachelor of Nursing   

Casey Lee Hunter Bachelor of Nursing   

Elyan Ibrahim Bachelor of Nursing   

Tahlia Irwin Bachelor of Nursing   

Deagan James Jackson* Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Keri James Bachelor of Food and Nutrition   

Kaeden Jean Jenkin* Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Peri Joyce Jenkins Bachelor of Nursing   

Angela Keogh Bachelor of Nursing   

Edwige Nsimire Kirimwani Bachelor of Nursing   

Emily Jayne Kluver* Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Maddie Kracht Bachelor of Nursing   

Jordan Laird Bachelor of Nursing   

Samantha Grace Lane* Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)   

Stephen Thomas Leitch Master of Teaching (Primary)  

Nikolai Leschen Master of Teaching (Secondary)  

Stephanie Kate Lewis Bachelor of Nursing   

Madeline Grace Lloyd* Master of Teaching (Secondary)  

Sara Jessica Lumby Bachelor of Nursing   

Abigail Rosa-Lee MacDonald Bachelor of Nursing   

Daniel John Mahon Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Cheryl Joy Mann Master of Social Work   

Helen McCormack* Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Kenya McKay Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Rachael McQuillan Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Alexandra Pearl Michael* Bachelor of Nursing   

Melissa Middleton Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Hannah Maree Moore Bachelor of Psychological Science   

Janine Murphy Bachelor of Nursing   

Renae Judith Murphy-Spicer Bachelor of Nursing   
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Awards conferred // 

Madelyn Rose Murtagh Bachelor of Nursing   

Kunind Pal Singh Oberoi* Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Medical)   

Eliza O'Halloran Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Brooklyn Rose Onley Bachelor of Nursing   

Siobhan Jennifer Osborne Bachelor of Nursing   

Kylie Jayne Owen* Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Ashley Caroline Patton* Bachelor of Arts   

Jemma Louise Pearce Bachelor of Nursing   

Jack William Penny Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)  

David Alexander Pietsch Master of Teaching (Primary)  

Manjula Kapil Pillay Bachelor of Nursing   

Rhian Margaret Plant Diploma of Health Sciences   

Ben James Pleming Bachelor of Business   

Pramesh Rai Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Hannah Adele Readhead Bachelor of Nursing   

Shani Rickard Bachelor of Nursing   

Evelyn Jane-Anne Robinson Master of Social Work and Bachelor of Human Services   

Esther Robinson* Bachelor of Arts   

Thomas Michael Scott Bachelor of Business   

Dominica Marian Setka Bachelor of Nursing   

Liam Patrick Shay Bachelor of Human Services   

Chloe Sheridan Bachelor of Nursing   

Ananya Singh Bachelor of Nursing   

Penelope Siobhan Smith Graduate Diploma in Business Administration  

Madison Ann Smith Bachelor of Nursing   

Kathryn Emily Squires* Bachelor of Nursing   

Chelsea Thederahn Bachelor of Nursing   

Bridget Jeanne Thomas Bachelor of Nursing   

Tayla Maree Wakley Bachelor of Nursing   

Ryan Thomas Watson Master of Teaching (Secondary)  

Samuel Lee Wheatley Diploma of Arts   

Matthew Brian White* Bachelor of Biomedical Science   

Elly Mae Witte* Bachelor of Nursing   

Lauren Kate Wright Bachelor of Nursing   
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Doctoral citations // 

Kristy Logan

Doctor of Philosophy

Aided Enhanced Milieu 
Teaching to Increase Symbolic 
Communication Skills in 
Children with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder

Dr Logan developed and 
evaluated a new technology-
enhanced intervention to 
help children with autism 
to communicate. She 
demonstrated that even 
children with the most 
significant needs can learn 
to communicate for a range 
of purposes, challenging 
traditional thought and 
opening up new avenues for 
clinical practice.

Shannon Lee Pike

Doctor of Philosophy

Understanding Measurement 
of Upper Limb Activity and 
Goal Attainment within 
Neurorehabilitation

Dr Pike explored the 
experience and impact of 
living with an upper limb 
movement impairment so 
as to inform patient-centred 
goal-setting approaches in 
rehabilitation. Her research 
contributes new evidence 
for existing tools that 
measure this impact, and 
recommendations for activity 
and participation goal-setting 
when working with adults 
living with acquired brain 
impairment.

Manisha Shakya

Doctor of Philosophy

Biomolecular Responses of 
Freshwater Organisms to 
Environmental Stressors

Dr Shakya explored the impact 
of environmental stressors on 
the biomolecular composition 
of freshwater organisms. She 
showed that environmental 
stressors impact the 
physiology of organisms 
and alter their biomolecular 
composition with respect to 
amino acids and proteins. 
Her research identified 
new stress biomarkers in 
aquatic organisms with 
important ecological and 
ecotoxicological implications.

David George Spurr

Doctor of Philosophy

The River Murray as a 
Transport Conduit and Political 
Barrier: ‘Following the Course 
of that Friendly River’ in Trade, 
Transport and Diplomacy, 
1836-1901

Dr David Spurr explored the 
impact of the Murray River 
and its steam boats on border 
community trade and politics, 
1836-1901. He revealed how 
the river not only connected 
settlers to empire, but also 
how it divided settlers from 
each other. Dr Spurr framed 
new insights on inter-colonial 
rivalry and cooperation.
This award has been presented 
posthumously.

Darran Mark Stonehouse

Doctor of Philosophy

The Neoliberal Representation 
of Homelessness and its 
Alignment with Material 
Conditions and Lived 
Experiences in Victoria, 
Australia

Dr Stonehouse investigated 
homelessness in Victoria 
during the period 2011-2017. 
He showed that government 
policies informed by 
neoliberalism failed to properly 
recognise the relationships 
between homelessness and 
wider housing issues. His 
research demonstrates the 
need for evidence-based 
policy responses informed 
by the perspectives of people 
with lived experiences of 
homelessness.
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Donate to  
La Trobe

At La Trobe we have a unique ability 
to identify potential where others may 
not see it, to shine a light on excellence 
that would otherwise remain hidden. 
We continue to pioneer new and 
innovative areas of research, provide 
life-changing scholarships and foster 
state-of-the-art learning environments 
across Melbourne’s north and in 
regional Victoria.

We know exactly how we can make the 
difference in the world. But we can’t 
do it alone. We need people like you to 
partner with us in the work that we do, 
each and every day.

Perhaps you think the word 
philanthropist doesn’t apply to you. 
But it simply means giving a gift that 
is meaningful to you and makes the 
difference you want to make. 

Could La Trobe be the place to make 
your difference?

To find out more about making 
a tax-deductible donation to 
La Trobe University:

T 1300 737 133 (within Australia)  
E fundraising@latrobe.edu.au 
latrobe.edu.au/giving

http://www.latrobe.edu.au/research


Acknowledgement of Country 

La Trobe University acknowledges 
that our campuses are located on the 
lands of many Traditional Custodians 
in Victoria and New South Wales. We 
recognise their ongoing connection 
to the land and value their unique  
contribution to the University and wider 
Australian society.

La Trobe University is committed 
to providing opportunities for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people, both as individuals and 
communities, through teaching and 
learning, research and community 
partnerships across all our 
campuses.

The wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila 
audax) is one of the world’s largest, 
and the Wurundjeri people – 
Traditional Owners of the land where 
our Melbourne campuses are located 
– know the wedge-tailed eagle as 
Bunjil, the creator spirit of the Kulin 
Nations.

There is a special synergy between 
Bunjil and the La Trobe University 
logo of an eagle. The symbolism and 
significance for both La Trobe and for 
Aboriginal people challenges us all to 
gamagoen yarrbat – to soar.
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Congratulations #LaTrobeAlumni

latrobe.edu.au

Share your 
graduation pics

#LaTrobeAlumni
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